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Abstract. AI entities lean on the aspects of their autonomy to carry out
their tasks and perform intelligently. But when these entities collaborate
in human-AI teams, their levels of autonomy and collaboration have to
be balanced out. We present a maturity model for agents regarding this
aspect of balancing. Whereas simple AI systems use pre-designed mech-
anisms, more advanced systems are able to learn this from experience.
The maturity model is a two-dimensional matrix in which the degree of
agency forms the horizontal axis, and the level of interaction the vertical
axis. We validate the use of this maturity model with use-cases in the
field of urban energy efficiency.
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1 Introduction

When humans and AI entities in the form of agents collaborate, the AI entities
are often characterised by a high degree of autonomy [1]. This autonomy is re-
quired for delegating tasks, intelligent behaviour and making decisions, but also
leads to a dilemma: in order to act at a group level and participate in collabo-
rative decision-making, AI Entities have to deliberate and possibly adapt their
behaviour to influences of others in the group [17, 12]. While sharing information
with other team members, humans as well as AI entities, they have to balance
their autonomy on the cost of adaptivity to decisions of others [13].

The evolution of AI entities regarding their interaction with humans can be
seen from two perspectives; on the one hand we see a technological evolution
resulting in more advanced individual AI entities, on the other hand we see
an evolution from isolated tool-based expert systems towards interactive and
collaborative systems. The latter has also led to systems in which AI entities
interact with each other as well as with humans. The role of such agents is
evolving from being merely task-oriented and assistive to being collaborative
companions that care for each other and in some situations also for their the
surrounding environment [5].

We introduce the concept of Human-AI ecosystems, which refers to a mixed
group of humans and AI entities that interact with each other in order to solve
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tasks but also share the responsibility of preserving the environment that allows
them to carry out those tasks. In an ecosystem each and every member is valued
for their strengths and can be supported by the rest of the group when there is
a need to. It is thereby essential to be aware of the diverse mutual dependencies
within such an ecosystem. In Human AI ecosystems, humans are not subservient
to AI entities and AI entities are also not always subservient to humans. Both are
mutually enforcing each other while meeting their individual as well as their team
goals. The different strengths and weaknesses of the members in the ecosystem
complement each other to survive, individually as well as at group level.

In this paper we propose a maturity model that can be used to identify the
maturity of collaboration of AI entities in such human-AI ecosystems. The model
can be used to reflect on expected capacities, the role and the responsibilities of
AI entities with respect to the team. It can be used in the process of planning
and engineering AI entities to act in a human AI ecosystem as well as in the
process of road mapping [11].

The rest of the paper is organised as follows: Section 2 introduces the structure
of the maturity model. Section 3 validates the use of the model in an urban
energy management case. Section 4 discusses on possible other cases and future
work. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 Collaborative Agent Maturity Model

We present our collaborative agent maturity model (CAMM). The model takes
into account the levels of agency and interaction of AI entities and can be used to
identify the maturity of collaboration of these entities in human-AI ecosystems.
Note that the term ’model’ is an ambiguous term in the field of AI, as it may also
relate to a computational model, theoretical model or architectural model. Here
we use the term model to refer to a framework that describes the capabilities of
an AI entity in terms of processes, expectations and practices while it acts in a
human-AI ecosystem. An extensive overview of AI maturity models is written
by Sadiq et al. (Todo : reference opnemen).

The model manifests itself in the form of a two dimensional matrix (see
figure 1). Horizontally we differentiate stages of agency ranging in level from hu-
man controlled to fully autonomous. Vertically we identify stages of interaction,
varying from merely sharing information about alignment of tasks, to forms of
interaction in which an agent takes into account the mental state of others. The
arrows represent the actual and designed future states of the AI entities in the
use-cases (see section 3).

2.1 Levels of agency

Artificial Intelligence is based on the principles of autonomy and agency. Au-
tonomy, the quality or state of being self-governing, is required to avoid purely
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Fig. 1. the Collaborative Agent Maturity Model. It expresses the maturity in collabo-
ration of an AI entity (agent) in a human-AI ecosystem in terms of its level of agency
(horizontal) and form of interaction (vertical). The starting point of the arrow reflects
the current maturiry level of the AI entity, whilst the head points towards its desired
or planned maturity level.

predictable and reactive behaviour[18]. Whenever an AI entity commits on con-
tributing to a team intention, it has to balance its level of autonomy with required
levels of interaction.

Agency refers to the capacity of acting as a result of making decisions. An AI
entity that possesses agency shows the ability to make choices and take actions
based on its internal decision-making processes, rather than simply following a
set of pre-determined rules or being controlled by an external operator [14].

In the model we distinguish four levels of agency with respect to an AI entity
acting in a team:

1. Human trusted: AI entities (agents) provide operational assistance or fa-
cilitate in decision making. Humans are using the AI entity in the form of
a tool at their own responsibility. One can think of agents or algorithms
that help with design of manufactured goods, help in medical diagnostics,
or classify customers buying items.

2. Situational autonomy: The AI entity carries out dedicated tasks and acts
autonomously during limited periods of time, often on request by a human.
Humans maintain a central role. They control the process and have respon-
sibility as they are the ones who oversee situations and can quickly and
creatively handle or decide on next steps. The AI is still assisting, but in-
stead of acting as a tool, it takes the role of a companion. One may think of
AI in self driving cars and algorithms that trade on a market. Examples can
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be found in the field of advanced monitoring in networked systems [9], and
in the field of human-centric working [10].

3. Preferred autonomy: AI entities preferably take decisions by themselves
while humans stand by. They take part in deliberations and collective decision-
making processes and share their findings when appropriate, i.e. when over-
ruling decisions or when something goes wrong. In the team the AI entities
and the humans lean on their mutual dependencies and collaborate in their
production tasks. B humans are still taking final responsibility. Transparency
and explainability allow the AI entity to be understood and trusted. Exam-
ples can be found in the early domain of explainable AI systems [19, 8, 2].

4. AI trusted: An AI trusted agent is able to learn and adapt to changes in
their environment without human intervention. It can automatically adjust
its balance between its autonomy with necessary interaction in the team.
It learns from earlier interactions with others in the team both agents as well
as humans. As a result it is prepared to deal with disruptive surprises and
as a result it can contribute to the resilience of the human-AI ecosystem.

2.2 Levels of interaction

Interaction is a prerequisite for deliberation, delegating tasks and sharing knowl-
edge within an ecosystem. We distinguish levels of interaction varying from sim-
ple sharing information about coordination of tasks, to higher orders of inter-
action that include the exchange of information about the learning process and
each others mental states.
The maturity model distinguishes three levels of interaction:

1. Task alignment: Sharing information about tasks and planning is crucial
for beneficial coordination in a team. In recent work [7] we explained the
use of interaction design patterns. They facilitate the understanding of team
processes and make them more transparent in terms of their internal task-
handling processes. The modularity of those patterns facilitates the design
and operation of teams that consist of humans and agents.

2. Co-learning: The AI entities not only exchange information about their in-
dividual tasks, but also about their learning experience, the learning process
and models that they have learned. Co-learning allows human-AI teams to
be adaptive and better deal with changing environments [15] . In literature
also the term Federated learning is used when multiple actors build a com-
mon model without sharing data.[21]. Critical issues such as data privacy
and access to heterogeneous data can be addressed properly. The term ’fed-
erated’ is used to stress the strength of the learning approach in terms of an
organisation, a federation of entities.

3. Mental modelling: In order to take into account the behaviour of others
and anticipate them, AI entities share information about their mental state.
This can be done either in an explicit way, i.e. by means of communicating
state information or share concise descriptions of their knowledge, or im-
plicitly by means of observing and reasoning. When humans and software
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agents share goals they typically share knowledge on their individual beliefs
and intentions [16, 6].
Rather than reasoning only with one’s own beliefs, desires, intentions, emo-
tions, and thoughts, a person or agent with the awareness of others’ states
of mind can consider different and possibly more mindful acts. Examples are
AI systems that use the concept of Theory of Mind which allows AI entities
to more easily understand, predict, and even manipulate the behaviour of
others and thereby respond adequately [20].

3 Using the maturity model

We validate the use of the maturity model and indicate the stages of maturity
of the AI entities in practical use-cases.

The “Talking Buildings project” is an applied research project in the field of
urban energy management. AI entities that represent buildings are teaming up
with humans to minimize their energy consumption while maintaining the re-
quired levels of comfort. Inside a building humans and AI entities strive to energy
efficiency. They are part of a human-AI ecosystem. Similarly, when zooming out
and regarding buildings on a campus or city level we see a human-AI ecosystem
involving a group of buildings that deliberate on energy consumption in order
to reduce peak loads, while taking into account their individual energy needs.
The humans in this group can be building owners, policy makers or maintenance
engineers.

The project adheres to the general shift of focus from individual energy ef-
ficiency systems containing isolated smartness towards interactive and collabo-
rative energy management systems. The evolution of the notion of human-AI
ecosystems goes hand in hand with contemporary challenges and developments
in the field of resilient power grid infrastructures and networks of renewable
energy sources.

We use the maturity matrix to identify and classify the maturity of the AI
entities in the following five use-cases:

1. Zone comfort: Inside buildings AI algorithms at zone-level collaborate in
the process of operational climate control. The AI entities represent various
zones in a building. Their task is to minimize energy consumption while
keeping the temperatures in the zones within human defined comfort levels.
Sensors provide data on occupancy, climate and user preferences. In figure 1
we identify these agents with arrow number 1. Many AI systems today can
be categorized at this maturity level.

2. Co-learning buildings: A campus setting involves multiple buildings. AI
entities representing those buildings negotiate on time and power level for
the heating and cooling systems. They optimize on their own energy con-
sumption and take into account the energy needs of others as well. They also
interact with human grid operators and take into account the preferences of
the building owners. Together, they learn so-called flexibility profiles in a
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collaborative co-learning setting. This type of human-AI ecosystem, e.g. a
campus or a part of the city, avoids heating the buildings up all at once in
the morning or, when its getting hot outside, avoids turning on their cooling
systems all at once. The case also involves the act of learning and clustering
buildings based on their energy consumption behaviour. In the figure the
maturity of the AI entities is denoted with arrow number 2. The evolution
towards the maturity level of co-learning is a common step in distributed
systems. Examples can be also be found in other industrial domains, e.g. in
distributed planning in the field of smart manufacturing [4].

3. Completion of missing parts: This case is about the completion of miss-
ing information. It sometimes happens that sensor-overviews, floorplans and
even designs of climate systems are not up-to-date. It is the collaborative
task of the humans and the AI entities in the ecosystem to complete the
missing links. Each member of the human-AI ecosystem may have a certain
notion on how the sensor-data and the building topology relate with each
other. In the figure the AI entities involved are denoted with arrow number
3.

4. Deliberation: This use-case focuses on the interaction in the human-AI
ecosystems. The interactions are about decision-making in which the team
members take each other’s mental state into account as they deliberate and
decide how to fulfil their individual energy needs. While each actor has its
own local desires, the group goal is to reduce energy peaks on the grid.
Current research in the project focuses on using the Theory of Mind. In the
figure this is indicated with arrow 4.

5. Dialogue-based support: Use-case number five is a service management
case. Interaction goes via a dialogue based app. Information provisioning to
enlighten and possibly solve a particular situation involves processes of causal
learning. The AI entity is regarded as a companion of a human support- and
maintenance engineer. In the figure this is indicated with arrow 5.

4 Discussion & future work

We added arrow nr. 6 in the matrix to reflect actual discussions in public media
about AI overtaking jobs or growing beyond human control, e.g. in the domain
of Large Language Models 3. Although these public opinions must be taken
seriously, one might rather consider them in terms of blind usage by the end-users
and intensify research on data sovereignty and trustworthiness. In a human-AI
ecosystem AI entities are not there to overtake jobs, but rather to help. The
need for AI in energy management, like in all other industries, is clear; In order
to meet the energy transition goals humanity needs to team up with AI in order
to deal with the complexity of future energy systems and the expected shortage
in personnel for commissioning and maintaining those systems.

In future work we address the topic of trustworthy collaboration in human-AI
ecosystems. An essential aspect is to allow AI entities to make mutual assump-

3 futureoflife.org/open-letter/pause-giant-ai-experiments/
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tions,intentions and expectations explicit such that they can be used in delib-
eration and communication to achieve shared goals and to resolve conflicts of
interest. They can are either be 1) shared explicitly, 2) be based on expectations
of average behaviour patterns or 3) observed, learned and anticipated from oth-
ers’ behaviour. We will study mechanisms that support anticipation and team
orchestration. We also want to extend our work on co-learning and self organi-
zation in order to address the challenges on trust and resilience as a result from
interaction within the network itself.

Although interactions can be explored in simulated environments where agents
are represented as avatars, i.e. active digital twins of real objects, and humans
participate either interactively or by modelling their (social) behaviour, critical
real-life applications are the ultimate goal and proof of value. Therefore, we will
continue our applied work in the field of energy management and study how new
concepts can be of use in a real-life context, e.g. in the context of Urban Energy
Regulation.

In early work of Camarinha et al. [3], a collaborative network was defined
as a network of enterprises (or individuals) which are supported by a computer
network. With the rise of AI, those two types of networks are becoming more and
more intertwined. Today, collaborative networks have evolved from a research
discipline to practical applications across various fields. It is now time for the next
step in the evolution of collaborative networks and move towards a symbiotic
systems in which AI entities become part of the collaborative networks. We
consider Human-AI ecosystems to be one of such a new type of collaborative
networks.

5 Conclusion

The evolution of AI is not merely an evolution of algorithmic and technologi-
cal power. It is also characterized by the increase of collaboration and mutual
care. In this paper we presented a maturity model for agents that are part of
human-AI ecosystems. The model allows one to classify AI entities as they act
as companions and learn in a social context. We gave some examples and plotted
various use-cases of the Talking Buildings project in this model. In parallel we
emphasized the concept of human-AI ecosystems, where agents and humans take
each other into account the intentions of each other and care for the environment
that allows them to breathe.
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